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Dean's Office questions
LSC movie monopoly

By Janice M. Eisen
In the midst of controversy
over the Lecture Series Committee's decision to show a sexually
explicit film Saturday night, the
Office of the Dean for Student
Affairs has questioned the validity of the monopoly on charging
admission to commercial films
that was granted to the committee in the late 1960s.
According to Rodney H. Barbo
'85, a member of the. Campus
Crusade for Christ, which is
planning to show a movie as an
alternative to the LSC presentation, "The Dean's Office... said
'Go ahead and charge anyway,'
...

[They] seemed to say that

[the monopoly] shouldn't be on
the books any more ...

As far

as they're concerned, we can
charge."
Barbo said the Campus Crusade for Christ does not intend to
charge admission to its film.
A 1966 ruling by the Institute
Committee, which was reaffirmed
by the Association for Student
Activities in 1976, stated LSC is

the only "' un(dergraduate organization on carmpus authorized to
charge adiniiSSsion for showings of
35 millime terr films which were
produced pPrimarily for the
American CO] mmercial entertainment mark(et.'
Associat Le Dean for Student
Affairs Robbert A. Sherwood confirmed he asIvised the Campus
Crusade iforr Christ it could
charge adr lisssion. "I'm not sure
that any sstuident group should
ever be gr; antted a monopoly on
anything. There should be alternative pr ogramming
....
From my Ipoint of view .. . it's
very importtant that students have
something to choose from .
other than a pornographic movie.
"I think it is not proper for a
student gro up to be given such a
monopoly if it keeps students
from havinig a choice," Sherwood
added.
Timothy L. Huckelbery '84,
LSC chairr nan, said, "Their actions are tr ying to deprive people
of choice b y disrupting the showing of thee [sexually explicit]

Faculty approves
By Charles P. Brown

The MIT faculty approved a
motion at its meeting Wednesday
directing the Committee on Education Policy to "oversee the formulation of a detailed contigency
plan" for restricting enrollments
in specific departments.
The decision came in response
to overcrowding in the Depart·ment of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science.
The motion, which passed by a
unanimous voice vote, also stated
that the committee should present the plan to the faculty in

movie."
Sherwood said neither he,
Dean for Student Affairs Shirley
M. McBay, nor Institute Vice
President Constantine B. Simonides had ever seen a copy of the
"ASA policy which grants LSC
the monopoly, and he was unsure
as to its justification.
Sherwood said he believed it
had been instituted to enable the
Lecture Series Committee to raise
funds to buy better projection
equipment, and if that were the
case, it was now obsolete.
"I cannot believe that a repre(Please turn to page 8)

Dumas sentenced in thefts
By Ronald W. Norman
Kenneth E. Dumas, president
of the Class of 1983, was sentenced yesterday to a one-year
suspended sentence, three years
on probation, and full restitution
for the theft of $35,300 from the
Student Center Committee.
Dumas must pay one-third ofF
the total amount to the probationt

EP study

moi
P
CEP m oti on to the faculty

MOVED BY THE C]EP: It is the sense of the faculty that: a)
preparation should be made for the possibility that action to
restrict enrollment in sspecific departments may become necessary; b) the CEP shoul ld oversee-the-formulation of a detailed
contingency plan for inIplementing such restrictions for a limnited period of time; c) tihe plan should rely primarily on restrictions placed during thee admissions process and communicated
to students before they accept admission; d) the Admissions Office should take the neceessary preliminary steps over the summer
the plan in place; and e) the plan will be
presented to the facult y in September.
--
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The EECS faculty has expressed

strong opposition to that kind of
restrictive action as well," stated
a CEP report to the faculty
(Please turn to page 2)

UA Council discusses
SCC thefts. Page 2.
Arts goes on the town.
Page 7.
C3P

Excerpts from CEP
to the faculty.
report
~
Page 9.

department within one month,
and set up a payment schedule
with the probation department to
pay the remaining two-thirds over
the next three years.
The sentence also requires that
Dumas allow a court clinic to
monitor his counseling. "We
want to be sure that he is making
a good faith effort to seek help,"
the judge said.
If Dumas fails to meet the
terms of the sentence he will be
.arrested and serve six months in
a house of corrections, said prosecuting attorney George Mur.phy,
assistant district attorney.
In addition to his class presidency, Dumas was also chairman
of the Student Center Committee, Undergraduate Association
vice president,- and Residence/
Orientation coordinator.
"He will no longer be able to
complete his education at MIT,"
said Richard Gavgiulo, Dumas'
private defense attorney.
The sentence "sounds pretty
much like what we expected ... "

September.

"The plan should rely primarily on restrictions placed during
the admissions process and cornmunicated to students before
they accept admission," the motion stated.
The faculty, at a special meeting in December, rejected plans
that would have reduced access
to the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science for the Class of 1988 either
by restricting freshman admissions or by limiting sophomore
enrollment. The faculty defeated
the plan to limit sophomore enrollment by a 2-1 margin at the
December meeting.
The defeat of the plan "suggests that an action which relies
primarily on restricting enrollment in particular majors after
students have registered at MIT is
a less desirable way to proceed.
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Students sentenced
for nitrous oxide use
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Chairman of the Facul ty Arthur C. Smith.
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man of the Student Center Committee.
"We felt it was important that
students got back the money that
belonged to them," Person added.
The prosecution called the only
witness in the case, Campus Police Patrol Officer Edward
McNulty. He testified that on
April 20, Dumas called James
Olivieri, chief of the MIT Campus Police, and said he wanted to
talk to Olivieri.
Dumas met with Olivieri and
admitted he had taken about
$30,000 from the Student Center
Committee's 24-Hour Coffeehouse during the past 2½/2 years,
McNulty said.
Dumas had been "under-ringing sales" on the cash register
while he was a coffeehouse employee. He kept a tally of the
amount of money he had underrung, and at the end of each
shift, he took the excess money
from the cash register, McNulty
said.
(Please turn to page 2)

By Janice M. Eisen
and Ronald W. Norman
Two Senior House residents
were arrested by Cambridge Police Monday evening for inhaling
nitrous oxide. The students, who
were charged with inhaling a
noxious substance, admitted to
sufficient facts to warrant a guilty
verdict, and each was fined $50
plus $15 in court costs.
According to James Olivieri,
chief of Campus Police, Thomas
V. Sepez '84 and Marc A. Daskalovic '84 were using the drug in a
car parked on Amherst Street

s. Soviets to free Sakharov

By Charles P. Browa
President Paul E. Gray' '54 and
five other university pre-sidents
VPCtprdAv tntoKnRt tPeertgr V-*~------1-^--stantin Chernenko, president of
the Soviet Union and chairman
of -urthe Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, urging him to permit Soviet scientist Andrei Sahkharov and his wife Elena Bonner
to emigrate to the United States.
Sakharov has been fasting
since May 2 to protest. Soviet
authorities' refusal to allow his
wife to emigrate to the United
States for medical treatment.
The telegram was also signed
by Derek C. Bok of Harvard
University, A. Bartlett Giamatti
of Yale University, Marvin L.
Goldberger of the California Institute of Technology, Donald

Kennedy of Stanford University,
and Frank H. T. Rhodes of Cornell University.
The telegram reads:
We are the presidents of six
universitieswhich have consistently welcomed Soviet scholars and scientists as visitors.
and students into our classrooms and laboratories. We
urge you to permit Academician Andrei Sakharov and his
wife Elena Bonner to join
their children in the United
States. We are simultaneously
sending an offer to Academician Sakharov of a faculty position at one of our universities. Action is required soon,
since Sakharov's health is reported to have deterioratedse-

riously. His death would be a
devastating blow to future cultural and scientific exchanges
with the Soviet Union. The release of the Sakharovs would
be a welcome symbol of the
humanity of the Soviet government and would receive
wide acclaim.
Sakharov is known as the father of the Soviet hydrogen
bomb. He holds the Order of Lenin, is a "Hero of Socialist Labor," and a Laureate of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Labor.,
Since 1968 Sakharov has been
critical of Soviet policy, and since
1980 he has lived in internal exile
in Gorky.
Gray could not be reached for
further comment.

near 100 Memorial Drive at
about. 6 p.m. Monday. Cambridge Police were notified and
arrested the two students.
Both cases were continued in
court until about September, Olivieri said. If the students are involved in another incident during
the continuances, "They're in
real trouble," Olivieri said.
The Campus Police filed a formal complaint Wednesday to the
Office of the Dean for Student
Affairs. The matter may not go
before the Committee on Discipline, Olivieri said. "The ODSA
might take the matter into its
own hands," he added.
Neither Sepez nor Daskalovic
could be reached for comment.
"Each year for three years the
Campus Police have put out
warnings on nitrous oxide use. I
keep hearing . .. there is preva-

lent use of nitrous oxide around
campus," Olivieri said.
"The worst use [of nitrous oxide] is in a confined space," Olivieri said, noting the two students who were arrested were in a
closed car.
Associate Dean for Student
Affairs Robert A. Sherwood expressed concern that there is
widespread use of nitrous oxide
on campus. He said students had
told him the drug was widely
available at parties and there had
been no decline in use since the
death of a student in February
due to nitrous oxide use.
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UAC discusses SCC theft
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~By
Gregoary D). Troxel

At

The Undergraduate Association Council held a closed ses-

i..:
=-·

to clarify facts in
the recent release of information
about the theft of approximately
from the Student Center
sion Saturday

WOW~`· I:~rpa~ief~a~Peie
_a$35,000
~~~~~~s~~i
,~~~I·:

~Committee..

UA Council representatives,
UA general committee chairmen,
urgiand officers of the Student Center
Committee were present. The ses1II 1Isr~sLed~aBI
as4`1 ~H'~(
senteL~blD um `~Ps~B~83~11
focused on the Student CenS~LaF1':
~;~··~;·~so·c~hap· ·--P~~P~~lk~~CII~TPPIsion
C~ommittee's financial pro~cex~~~~~a ~~~~ter
~~~~~~~dures;
and its relationship with
...
the Undergraduate Association.
the UA Council passed two
~~~~resolutions, one urging coopera~~: ·
between the Office of the
~~tion
,4x~~~~~~t
President of the U~ndergradulate
Association and the Student Center Committee in resolving "confusion and controversy over the
roles and relationship of the UnTech file phot'o dergraduate Association and the
Student Center Committee," and
UndegradateAssoiatin Pesidnt DvidM. Lbby 85.
urging that "the OfFfice of the
85.
Assciaion resd~en Daid W. Lbby
Uncfrgrauat
Undergraduate
AsasociE~ation President DavidM.Libby'85

DumiasMoeoft
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(Continuredfrom page 1)
Dumas and officers of the Student Center Committee later arrived at the figure of $30,000,
McNulty said.
Near the end of Dumas' meeting with Olivieri, Dumas was
asked if there was anything else
he wanted to say. Dumas then
said he had taken $5300 from the
SCC's safe, McNulty said.
During the meeting with Oli-

the
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vieri, Dumas said he had been in
the SCC office on- May 12, 1983,
and the safe was open. He took
the money from a bag in the
safe, and then closed-and locked
the safe, McNulty said. The
$5300 were cash receipts from the
Spring Weekend Tubes concert
which was sponsored by the Student Center Committee.
At the arraignment hearing
earlier in the day, Dumas pleaded

The Tech printed some time

classified
advertising
COUNCIL TRAVEL I CIEE for Int'l
Student ID, Budget Air Fares, USA
flights, Europe charters, Youth Hostel Membership, Eurail pass, Work
and study abroad, and much more!
FREE CATALOG - CALL 266-1926
or drop by our new office at 729
Boylston St., 2nd Fl., Boston, MA.
02116.
SUMMER SUBLET - M/F non-smoker for furnished BR in brand-new
:131 apt., E. Cambridge, 5 min.
walk to Red and Green lines and
MIT; 1C min bus/bike to Harvard
Square. $200/month June-August.
497-4566
DISCOUNT TRAVEL TO EUROPE:
From $99.
Travel to Rome, Athens, Lisbon,
London, Paris, Frankfurt, etc. from
only $99. each way. Call now or
send for your FREE brochure. Operators always on duty. Enclose one
dollar for postage and handling.
EUROPE EXPRESS, INC., 3460
Main Street, Hartford, Ct. 06120
(203) 522-6580.

ago the results of a canvass showing how '86 had spent its first vacation and stating that of seventy
individuals questioned, forty-seven had been at work part or all
of the time, the majority of these
in occupations in some way conneeted with their professional
studies. This plan of utilizing the
summer in the direction of our
future work might be adopted to
advantage by nearly all; of course
we do'not wish or expect to be
idle four months, and work of
this kind answers the double purpose of resting us from school labor and affording opportunities
for gaining a good deal of practical experience.
References, good-natured or
severe, are frequently made in
newspapers and elsewhere to
"fledgling graduates" who are
sometimes too willing to oppose
their judgment to that of older
men with years of experience, not
realizing to what extent theory
rust be modified in practice and
how much care must be exercised
in applying abstract principles to
common affairs.
Our work in the laboratories
and shops may, besides laying the
t a)
eaz
EBll lit v
k8
65 *t J:6) ^-"F- t -T

not guilty to the two charges of
larceny for misappropriation of
funds over $100, Murphy said.
Dumas' later admitted that
there were "sufficient facts to
warrant a finding of guilty." Such
an admittance means the facts
presented in court were accurate,
and prevents the case from going
to court. Dumas' case was recalled after the arraignment, and
he was found guilty on the larceny counts, and sentenced.

foundations for our stock of wisdom, make us more careful in expressing opinions and be the
means of sparing us from much
reference to our lack of feathers;
not because it furnishes us with a
complete working outfit of experience - that comes only with
time, whereas the laboratory instruction is necessarily limited in
amount and variety - but because it helps us to a realization
of the fact that at graduation our
professional knowledge is more
or less superficial and can be
made thorough only by years of
careful study, during our professional career, upon those restricted branches to which, in this age
of specialists, we shall probably
be obliged to devote ourselves.
During the coming vacation,
manry of us will be able, if we
seek for opportunities, to find
employment in mines, factories,
or machine shops, or in drafting
or surveying; and by thus supplementing our laboratory practice
and associating with those whose
lives are spent in these pursuits
we shall acquire a familiarity
with our subject which will in future be of great value.
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In a letter to the Dean for the
Student Affairs and the Aca-

Faculty directs :EP
to study ovei rcrowAding
(Continued

from

page

tempt to reduce the number of
students from the Class of 1987
who major in the the Department
of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, and to reduce
the strain on the resources of the
department.
The suggestions which have
been implemented include restricting transfer students from
enrolling In the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, having faculty
members in other departments
supervise undergraduate theses
and teach core courses in the department, distributing a booklet
on career opportunities, and increasing emphasis on sophomore
career resources.
"The question is if these actionrs have brought us any closer
to our goals ... and they have,"
Smith said.
Approximately 350 students in
the Class of 1987 indicated that
they planned to major in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science in a
survey conducted earlier this
term.
Several faculty members expressed concern about the material being sent to prospective
members of the Class of 1988.
Richardson said the admissions
material was being revised to say

1)

"The CEP and the other interested parties must be able to focus on a specific plan," said Professor Claude R. Canizares, a
member of the Committee on
Educational Policy.
bility in this department in the
next few years is to significantly
reduce the undergraduate enrollment," Canizares said .
"The various models suggest
that 270-290 sophomores constitute a reasonable load," for the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
states the report.
"This 270," said Canizares,
"'which seems reasonable to us,
should be contrasted to the 380
count of last October."
The report recommends a
gradual reduction of the sophomore enrollment in Department
of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science to 350 in the
fall of 1984, to 310 in the fall of
1985, and to 270 thereafter.
"I hope . . . the committee recognizes the fact that less than 40
percent of thle electrical engineers
realized what they wanted to do
before they got here, said Peter
H. Richardson '48, director of
admissions.

t
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MIT President Paul E. Gray
'54 said the faculty should con- "we reserve the right to restrict
sider whether it wants to restrict enrollments in certain departenrollment in the Department of ments."
"It's nice to now say -reserve
Electrical Engineering and Comright [to restrict enrollthe
puter Science before or after a
" said Alvin W. Drake
.mentl,'
student arrives at MIT.
in the Department
professor
'57,
most
important
the
"Perhaps
issue for us to consider today," of Electrical Engineering and
said Gray, "is when one applies Computer Science, "[but they
will ask] 'By what date will you
the filter."
CEP Chairman Arthur C. make the decision?' '
Gray said he expected the facSmith said that several suggestions made at the faculty meeting ulty to review the plan in Septemhave been implemented-in an at- ber, and to vote on it in October.
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Nippon Express
USA, Inc.
Asir

Another resolution commended the Student Center Committee
for "independent efforts to make
its financial procedures more responsible and secure and for its
discreet and responsible handling
of the current financial situation," and gave the Student Center Committee its "full vote of
confidence.'

"The only way to achieve sta-

more thongs change . .

From The Tech, May 21, 1884:
On bidding the class of '84
farewell, memories keep thronging before us of the many pleasant relations between '84 and
'85, as classes, and between thee
individuals of each.
There is always a strong wish
among the Juniors that they too
were Seniors and were going out
to make their fortunes; a wish
which invariably comes back as a
mockery when the good times comparatively speaking - of
school days are past.
Many of the friendships
formed here will, we have no
doubt, last through life. Many
now good friends will be parted
and meet one another years from
now almost-strangers, so different their lives, interests,
thoughts, and associations.
Our Alma Mater does not
pamper us; there is little sentirentality or romance about the
life here, but she throws her sons
forth to the world fitted for rugged work. We wish the members
of '84 success, one and all.

demic Council on May 10, UA
President David M. Libby '85
and UA Vice President Stephanie
L. Scheidler '85 stressed the need
for communication and understanding between the faculty, administration, student government, and student organizations,
in relation to the disclosure of
the theft.
Libby and Scheidler also Stated
that students need to be involved
in the resolution of the issues surrounding the theft and'the "possible implications concerning attitudes towards students in
positions of responsibility."

President and SCC work with the
[MIT] administration over the
summer to address current student issues."
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Household Goods

Going Home?
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Why not let Nippon Express Boston handle
your. personal effects.
0Door-to-door service to most major points
in the United States and the world.
*Both air and ocean modes.
*Our own truck will pick up your shipment.
Hill Associates Cargo Building
Logan InternationalAirport
East Boston, MA 02128 (617) 569-7770

HARVARD SQUARE

876-8900

BOSTON

36767677

CENTRAL SQUARE
Plus 7 other suburban locations to serve you!
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Confirmed reservation required.

Full Line of 1983 Chevrolets

492-3000
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Per day for Chevrolet Chevette.

UNLIMITED FREE MILEAOE
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Mileage Charge"
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Cloudy weekend before finals 64. Clear
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CASH & CARRY RUG CLEANING
WITH FREE SUMMER STORAGE

I

if you pay for your cleaning in advance we will store your
rug from NOW to Sept. 30th for free.
(Carpets only; no padding).
Cambridge Rug Cleaning Co., Inc.
1157 Cambridge St.
354-0740
Cambridge, Mass.
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9 Those textbooks that have been sitting around since last se-

mester - or last year original list price.
i

.

ql0p
may be worth as much as 50% of their

N Textbooks in good condition that are specified for the coming
semester, bring the highest prices, but even those that won't be
used, are worth money to us.
N Bring your unwanted textbooks and reference books to the
Coop Textbook Dept. today - we'll check them against our
used book price catalog and pay you TOP CASH on the Spot.
0 Listed below is a partial selection of books for which we can
pay you 50% of the original price.
COOP
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1663 Massachusetts Ave. (Cambridge)
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Molecular Biology of the Cell
Garland 1983

18.00

Cravalho

Engineering Thermodynamics
Pitmnan 1981

17.50

Grogono

Programming in Pascal
AW 1984 3rd Edition

10.00

Kwakerhaakt

Linear Optical Control Systems
Wiley 1972

30.00

Meirovitch

Elements of Vibration Analysis
McGraw 1975

18.00

DEPT. -

PAYS

M.l.T STUDENT CENTER

HARVARD
COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY

THE TRUT H.

Available at:
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Alberts

TEXTBOOK

WE GIVE YOU NATIONAL AllENTIOW,

AND THATS

-T,

TITLEIPUBIYR or ED

Rent a car from National at any of the locations below and enjoy the benefits. Low
prices. No mileage charge. Clean, comfortable cars. And now, a free T-shirt, too!
T-shirts are available to all first-time renters. Just pick up-and complete a free T-shirt
coupon (available around campus or at the National Car Rental office nearest you) and
submit it when you rent your car.
We'U even make renting a car easy for you. You must be 18 or older, have a current
student ID and driver's license. You can use a major credit card or submit a cashqualifying application 24-hours prior to your rental. Either way, the T-shirt is yours free.
Offer good while supplies last
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\\EN PAUL VOWER SPEMSF

Offensiveness is
price of freedom

The Lecture Series Committee has decided to show a sexually explicit film, and its action has once again caused outcry
from the community. The issue being argued, however, is not
LSC's recent decision, but rather its right to make the decision.
Having failed to persuade the Lecture Series Committee to
back down, the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs is attempting to cloud the issue by attacking LSC's monopoly on
charging admission to commercial films granted to it In 1966
and reaffirmed by the Association for Student Affairs in 1976.
While any such monopoly may deserve regular re-examination,
the motives of the Dean's Office in raising the question at this
time are dubious. Such action is coercive and should not be
tolerated by any community purporting to support freedom of
thought and expression.
The Lecture Series Committee has cooperated fully with
community and administration efforts to establish standards
for sexually explicit films, and it believes it has chosen a film
which meets those standards. Other members of the ad hoc
committee on pornographic movies did not operate in good
faith - given their refusal to recommend any films for showing. For many opponents of these films, the issue seems not to soI I·
I· · ·---I II
ssr
-·--p--I
be "pornography" versus "erotica," but rather the sexually explicit content in films.
Banning the showing of any movie violates the right to freedom of expression. Pornographic movies may offend some segments of the MIT community; James Bond movies may offend
use is a bit new.
Every day that I use a big comothers. However, being offended occasionally is the price one
Apple made quite a splash at
must pay for living in a free society. The cost of preventing any puter, with the waiting for printhe
end of January with the antouts
and
agonizing
over
slow
reexpression that might offend people is far too high.
nouncement of the Apple

-
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Column/Ken Meltsner

Wait for cheaper computers

Ml T~~~~u s.ast jack is
words wiAtl? acaftion
Recent actions seem to indicate the MIT administration is
long on talk but short on action when it comes to financial aid
for students who have not registered for the draft. President
Gray claims be opposes the Solomonl amendment which denties
federal aid to non-registrants. Gray says the amendment is unconlstitutional, but he has refused to take any action which
might help efforts to overturn the amendment.
MIT will not file an amicus curiae brief with the Supreme
Court, Gray said, because other universities have already filed
similar briefs and there is "an element of risk in being misunderstood." Gray originally said he would file the brief, but has
now changed his mind. He also refused to use any influence he
has in Congress because he doubts the Solomon amendment
will be repealed and because he does nlot want to "call in favors' in Congress unnecessarily.
Legal action or lobbying by MIT would place the name of a
prestigious leader of higher education against the Solomon
amendment. If MIT really opposes restrictions on financial aid,
it should take action.
A group of students is trying to establish a separate financial
aid fund for non-registrants, but MIT refuses to cooperate. For
a university with a supposedly liberal financial aid policy, MIIT
is being very unsupportive of an attempt to fund an independent scholarship.
It is easy to mouth opposition to a government policy; the
real test comes in taking action. Gray's refusal to act in the
case of the Solomonl amendment is hypocritical and can serve
only to damage his credibility in the educational and political

sponse time, I get a little closer
to buying my own machine.
Luckily, MIT has been negotiating with the Digital Equipment
Corporation, International Business Machines and Apple to get
discounts on personal computers.
The prospect of a 35 or 45 percent discount on a Macintosh,
Rainbow or IBM PC forces me
to wait yet another few months
before making the decision about
whether to buy a computer.
The discount program does not
mean everyone should run out
and buy a computer, but it does
mean one should not buy a computer this summer. That warning
is the purpose of this column.
The discounts should be good
and there is really no reason other than boredom for buying a
personal computer at a higher
price.
The discounts are being negotiated by the Department of Purchasing and Stores and Information Processing Services. The
program will be open to the entire MIT community, for both
personal and business purchases.
Discount programs are nothing
new - IBM and DEC have been
giving price breaks to univiersities for years - but extending
academic discounts to personal

University Consortium, which offered
discounts of 60 percent to member schools. Rumors say MIT
turned Apple down: regardless of
the virtues of the Macintosh,
MIT simply could not commit itself to the purchase of $6 million
worth of totally unproven and
unseen microcomputers over the
next three years.
Luckily, MIT did not need Apple's Consortium. Information
Processing Services had its own
master plan. Most people associate IPS with that lumbering dinlosaur we call Multics, but Professor James Bruce, IPS director, is
trying to bring it into the 1980s.
He envisions a campus-wide network connecting all the academic
and research computers. While
this will not mean much to anycone who will not be here two or
three years from now," it will
eventually have a major effect on
how MIT conducts all sorts of
administrative matters.
IPS is also building an information service center that will
cause the current trickle of information from computers to become a flood. (I hope this flood
manages to wash away all the
;junk interdepartmental mail I
Lget.)

This has been a long divergence from microcomputer discounts, but a necessary one. Professor Bruce is showing the sort
of ingenuity that IPS needs to
survive the onslaught of microcomputers. The discount program is just one small part of his
master plan to forcibly take MIT
into the future.
Now, the nice thing about the
discount plan is that hMIT does
not have to force anyone to buy a
computer. This is essential as
nothing about the hardware or
software currently available justifies requiring the purchase of a
microcomputer. Even when the
cost of a discounted computer is
amortized over four years, it is
still greater than what most students spend on books or supplies.
MIT will not force you to buy
a computer - Project Athena
saves you from that fate. The
only reason to buy a computer is
if you want one. You may want
one because you are tired of sharing: I sometimes buy books I
know are in the library because I
need them often enough to make
it worthwhile. I may buy a computer to keep track of my notes
and figures for my dissertation. I
could justify paying $2000 for
that, but it will be my decision. I
appreciate that MIT has given us
the choice.

communities.

Let democracy decide porn debate
Volume 104, Number 26

To the Editor:
The other day in Lobby 10, we
were approached by students
bearing flyers decrying pornogra-phic-films on campus and soliciting signatures for a petition.
We quote from the flyer: "the
Lecture Series Committee has
voluntarily chosen to disregard
the community feelings and show
a sexually explicit film."
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We seem to recall, not long
ago, a referendum in which an
overwhelming majority voted in
favor of pornography on campus. It would seem evident that
LSC is bowing to the community's wishes in its showing of The
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The meat of this movement
seems to be a select vocal minority attempting to overthrow the
democratic process which has
taken place. Of course, they are

entitled to their "personal moral
and/or religious convictionlsl",
as are American Nazis and Communists. The danger comes when
they try to subjugate the community to their own personal desires.
We, the members of Radicals
At MIT, invite those opposed to
-
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Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format,
represent the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by the
Editorial Board, which consists of the chairman, editor in chief,
managing editor, executive editor, and news editors.
Columns are usually written by members of The Tech staff and
represent the opinion of the author, and not necessarily that of the
newspaper.
Letters to the Editor are written by members of the MIT community and represent the opinion of the writer.
All submissions should be typed, double spaced, on a 57-character line and bear the authors' signatures. Unsigned letters will not
be printed, but authors, names may be withheld upon request. The
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artistic freedom to organize a
mass boycott of the film in question, to try to lick the problem
they perceive rising in their
midst. The results should indicate
what the community wants. Let
democracy reign.
Brian C. McCarroll '87
Tim Kelley '84
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Demonstration wvas peaceful
Today, he is on a hunger strike
in hopes of receiving permission
for his wife, Elena Bonner, to go
abroad for necessary medical
treatment. Bonner is in an especially precarious position, as she
has been charged with anti-Soviet
agitation, a crime which carries a
stiff penalty in the Soviet Union.
Last Friday, a demonstration was
held on the steps of Building 7 in
an effort to draw attention to
Sakharov's situation. One of the
speakers was Alexey Semyorov,
son of Elena Bonner and a Newton resident.
-Abruptly, in the middle of the
peaceful gathering, the crowd
was ordered off the stairs by the
Campus Police. W~hy did this

Administration shows low integrity
To the Editor:
"If you can't trust Paul Gray,
who can you trust?" Such were
my thouglts when I sent a letter
to President Paul E. Gray expressing my concerns about the
Solomon amendment linking
draft registration to financial aid.
I have before me now his reply,
which says, in part:

MIT's recent wholehearted opposition to the Nuclear Free Cambridge initiative, a position which
caused much enmity towards our
school.
MIT has done the minimum of
any major university to assist students whose consciences prevent
them from registering for the
draft, refusing even to permit a
voluntarily funded scholarship,
yet all the while saying that they
oppose the law. What are words
without action?
By taking this stand, the MIT
administration has shown itself
to have the moral integrity of a
corporate public relations department and further reinforces its
image as an integral part of the
"Military-Industrial" complex,
serving those needs above all.
Larry Kolodney '85

MIT's name will be overshadowed on the brief by an academic giant such as the University of Minnesota?
Gray's claim that the appeal is
unlikely to succeed is hardly an
excuse not to try, rather, it is all
the more reason why MIT should
aid in this effort. The issue of
draft registration is a matter of
principle. This move makes me
wonder if MIT has any principles
at all, or whether it just gives lip
service to them for the sake of its
image.
Finally, Gray's assertion that,
the "general public has no understanding of the subtleties involved" and tiat "there is definitely
an element of risk in being misunderstood" - besides showing
'a general contempt for the general public ---- falls flat in light
of
------

"MIT intends to press, by itself
and/or in concert with other institutions, arguments to the [Supreme] Court aimed at overturning the law tying draft
registration to financial aid."
I was somewhat surprised to
read this. Was MIT actually going to put itself out on a limb for
something in which it had no direct financial interest? I was little
skeptical, but I had Paul Gray's
word on its, and that was worth
something,- right? Wrong!

---

happen? Among the demonstratcrs were members of MIT faculty and MIT students, including
members of the organization Soviet-American Student Struggle.
Do we no longer have the right to
demonstrate on our own campus?
This action was disgraceful, especially in view of the fact that
MIT, as a scientific community
should demonstrate solidarity towards a fellow scientist with a
deep concern for humanity.
In the future, let us be more
supportive of those brave individuals who are ready to give up
their freedom and their lives for
the sake of human rights.
Natasha Us '84
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I read in The--Tech [May 15]

that MI T has decided not to subInit an amicus curiae brief after~

BRODIE AUTO RENPTALS

all. I am dismayed, but not entirely surprised by this action. I
suspected my hopes were too
good to be true. However, thle excuses given by Gray for this action are among the flimsiest I
have heard from MIT for any
reason and cannot go by without
comnment.

INC.

NOW AT KEN DALL SQUARE

WE
RENI

Gray claims that MIT's name
on the brief would not impress.
the' Supreme Court. If Gray does
not think that MIT, the second
largest academic defense contractor and an internationally renowned university can impress
the court, who does he think
mnight? Perhaps he believes that
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Regularly scheduled publication will end on Friday, May 18.

Monday, June 4, Commencement Day
Tuesday, June 19
Tuesday, July 3
Tuesday, July 17
Tuesday, July 31

Its

special color issue mailed to all incoming freshmen

Tuesday, August 14
Regular Tuesday/Friday publication will resume at the beginning
of R/O, Friday August 31, 1984.
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For The Tech, the summer is a time for planning and organization, an
opportunity to make up for lost time, work with new staff, and get into
top shape for the new year. Stop by anytime to find out -what you can.
do for The Tech;.

The summer is a chance to explore new areas that you have to esclude from your busy semester of coursework. The Tech has over 1-00
years of experience in journalism;--newspaper design, photography,
and typography. If you are going tobe on campus this summer, stop
by anytime to find out what The Techcan do for you.
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Friday, May 18
Unknown

with a Community Parade starting at the

St., Boston, by the Arlington subway sta-

Arts Council

tion.

Columbia:

a

of

Secrets

$2.50/$1.50

Tickets

for

members,

266-4351

showing June 1, 2, and 3.

New England Masque Anti Masque, Still

Ave, Boston, 267-9300.

temporary Art, through May 10th. Noon

Life,

1930s and

the design arts of the
&

liams

1980s,

an installation by Tod Wil-

Associates,

through

presents The

Force of the New Wave, with the film Alphaville, directed by Jean Luc-Godard,
1965.

Lemmy

Caution travels through

space to Alphaville where he must destroy
the ruling computer, Alpha 60. May 18,
19, and 20, 8 p.m.,
in

Boston, 53

the Advent,

& THEATER

the music

in
8

vocal

quintet

of the

Renais-

in E Flat Major. Tickets $8-$10, $5-$7 for
students. Sanders Theatre, Harvard Uni-

concert of Italian

a

p.m. at Friends

Meeting

versity, 8 p.m. 661-7067

30 Brimmer Street,

Wednesday, May 30

Boston.

The New England Conservatory's program

Gesualdo,

Andrea

will feature Haydn's Sonata No.54 in G

Gabrieli,

Major, Beethoven's Sonata No.32 in C mi-

factory

nor, Op.11, Chopin's selected Etudes, De-

early 17th century. A donation of four dol-

Tre-

791

bussy's Reflects Dans L'eau and other fea-

lars is suggested. 623-6746

mont St. 8 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and

at Williams
ture-s. 8 p.m.
Huntington Ave., Boston.

Surnday, May 20

Saturdays. $7/$5 students. 395-4443.

The

Seriousness

of

Pleasure,

Theatre, Friday and Saturday. Admission

Cousin, Coulsin, anI exceptionally winning,
playing at

the

Monday, M~ay 21

Boston Rock Magazine will present its 3rd
Annual Boston Rock Music Seminar at the

The MIT Chlamber Music Society Series
continues with Marcus Thompson, director. 7 p.m., Kresge, free.

Complex,

Entertainment

13

adLansdowne Street, Boston. $30 in
vance, $35 at the door. 266-8787 for info.

290

Friday, Julne I
The Boston Ballet will preform the spirit
of Massachusetts festival ballet on the

1-ongy School of Music, Garden and Follen Streets, Cambridge, MA. Tickets $6

Saturday, May 19
Spit/Metro

Hall,

featuring

suites, dance music, songs and improvisations of 18th century France. 3 p.m. at the

Charles River Esplanade. Friday & Saturday at 8 p.m., Sunday at 2 p.m. Admis-

and $4.

Friday, Juone I

290

For Marimba by
Carnes and Piano Concerto #9 by Mozart,

and other composers of the late 16th and

The Cell, playing through June 9 at the
Theater piano

Lasso,

zio,

Friday, May 18
Galaxy

a

Singers,

The concert will feature works by Maren-

free. 253-2530 for info.

Sky Opera
Icarus -A
Boston Musica viva with the MIT Center
for Advanced Visual Studies (CAVS) presents an evening of art and music. Music
by Paul Eargs. 8 ps.m. of Kresge Auditorium. Tickets $12.50, 9, -6, and $4 studnets/elders. 253-0556 for info.

free. Brown Hall,

Huntington Ave., Boston. 262-1120.

House, Longfellow Park, and on Saturday
at 8 p.m. at the Library of the Church of

After the Rain at 8 p.m. in Kresge Little

Wednesday, May 30

ers. Admission is

Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra of Boston

will present

madrigals at

St., near the

witty detailed comedy,

specializing
sance,

MIT Community Players will preform

Arlington subway stop. $2.50. 266-4351

and Western,

will present Concerto

Harvey. 955 Boylston

at the French Library

Malborough

proceeding

down Broadway, Prospect,

The Dunstable

DAIMCE, M`USIC

Opening reception 5-7 p.m. Free food.
The Cine Club Film Series

Street and Broadway, and

498-9033 for info.

St., Boston. 266-5152

24.

June

tafor Oboe and Guitar, Locatelli's Sonata
in G Majorfor Oboe and Guitarand oth-

Inman

presented at The Institute of Con-

Forum with Mark

lery, The Aesthetics of Progess, a focus on

corner of

office,

down to the Festival site on the riverbank.

of Fine Arts, Boston, playing through May
18. Musem of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington

Hayden Gallery and Hayden Corridor Gal-

_1
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presented in
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sion free.
A

of British Rubbish plays at

Collection

the Cabaret Theatre in

the Bradford The-

atre Center, 275 Tremont St., Boston. $15

Wednesday, May 23

& $17, 542-5586.

The New England Conservatory's WednesThe Eigth Annual Cambridge River Festival will begin along the banks of the

day program will feature Telernann's Parlita for Oboe and Harpsichord, Poulenc's

Charles River on Memorial Drive, starting

Sonatavfor Oboe and Piano, Coste's Sona-

A

Rosebud in

the

Paine

Tickets $5,

June playing at 8 p.m. in
at Harvard University.

Htall

861-0649 for info.

The MIT Student Art Association

classified

Cordially invites the MIT Community
to the opening reception
for our year-end exhibit
on
Friday, May 18, 1984, from 5-7 p.rn.
in- the
Jerome B. Wiesner Student Art
Gallery, MIT Student Center

advertising
HARVARD SG
Sunny, fully furn 2 Bdr Apt. SUBLET avail June 15-Aug. 31st.
$ 590.00(+ 1m . DIeposit) Air Cond.
dishw, laundry. tel. 497-9581
New York City summer sublet.
Clean, well kept 1 bedroom apartment, low west 70s, available June
1. Rent negotiable, call David Winkelman, (212)873-6663. Call between 10:30 - 11:30 p.m.
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1984 Writing Competition Prize winners

Graduating Senior looking to purchase one extra commencement
ticket interested, please call Rob at
235-7418
Moving to NYC? Harvard visiting
student needs roomate to share a 2
br. apt. for at least 1 yr. Prefer
Brooklyn Heights, Greenwich Village or Grammercy Park. Call Ken
576-6973
Stanford Professor and wife seek
2-3 bedroom fully furnished apartment or flat in Boston or Cambridge, Sept 1984-June 1985.
Non-smokers. Phone: J.L. Gibbs
(415) 497-3912 or (415) 5869354
For Sale: Queen size futon' $45.
Dresser $25, Armchair $15, Lamp
$5. Dawn 253-6298 or 497-0151
(nights)

"

,

L

VW Beetle '72 69K miles stereo/
cassette very good condition YelIbw $1,050 Will negotiate 9641829

Boit Manuscript Prize
Robert Shuster
Ist Prize
Ellen King Prize for Freshman Writing
Daniel Drew Turner, Four Ways
Ist Prize
fiction:
Mark Rapacioli, The Mafia
Ist Prize
(split)
James Tate
Ist Prize
Poetry:
The Writing Program Prize for Engineering Writing
Mark Panarusky, "Macromolecular Concentration
1st Prize
Polarization in Ultrafiltration Systems."
De Witt Wallace Prize for Science Writing for the Public
M. Kurker, "Computerized
Christopher
1st Prize
Biomechanics"
Clara K. Chung, "The Significance of Genetically
2nd Prize
to
Microorganisms Applied
Engineered
Agriculture."
The Writing Program Prize for Scientific Writing
No Award This Year
(Paid Advertisement)
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And

Varian/Extrion Division in Gloucester, MVIA
is currently seeking applicants for summer
employment in the R&D area for Physics
majors.

NEWW"
NEWr ENGLANDWTRTAADITION_
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OPENINGS
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Paperbacks

SUMMER

Marla Mathias - You should have
called the Apollo Moving Service.
Founded and operated as well as
staffed by MIT students, we have
provided dependable, puctual service for three years. The Apollo
Moving Service - 497-4101.

I

I

Robert A. Boit Writing Prize
Fiction:
Cathy Weeks, Divorced
1st Prize
'Anna Lisa Fear, Nan
2nd Prize
James Deasy, Pilgrimage
3rd Prize
Honorable Mentions: Sid Khosla, A New Type of Revolution
Carol Yao, Rites of Passage
Anita Wahi
1st Prize
Poetry
Stephanie Helfferich
2nd Prize
Honorable Mentions: Clea Waite, "Flowers of Rhetoric"
John McCrea, "On the Bedrock"
Robert Irion, Hometown
1st Prize
Essay:

Condo near MIT. Bright, comfortable, two bedroom condo, 1100 sq
ft. Architect's renovation, gourmet
kitchen, Residential neighborhood
off Broadway near Kendall Square,
$89,000. owner 491-2315

I
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Used

Textbooks

Please forward resume to:
Hugh McGettigan
Summer Employment

.81ki') S & 1AIR'~wS

11COWBOY
BOOTS
TONY LAMA
JUSTIN
DAN POST

i~varian/extrion
division

ACME
DINGO
TEXAS

aURANGO

Blackburn Industrial Park
G loucester, Massachusetts 01 930

FRYE
tart.n.

at S59.50

]Harvard Book Stores
1256 Mass. Ave., Cambridge (Harvard Square)
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Riding Apparel. 292 Boylston St., Boston
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(Continuedfrom page 1)
sentative of the Dean's Office
does not know something like
that," said Huckelbery. He said
the monopoly was granted to the
Lecture Series Co-mmittee since
competition between groups
charging for movies would' ruin
all such groups' profits. Profits
from LSC movies are used to
fund lectures which benefit the
entire MIT community, Huckelbery added.
"It's obvious to everyone where
the Dean's Office's feelings in the
matter are," Ruckelbery said,
and they're doing their best to
disrupt the showing of the film."
ASA President Kenneth M.
Weems '85 said, "I'm very surprised" by Sherwood's comments to
the Campus Crusade for Christ.
"That has nothing to do with the
policy, that has to do with the
Dean's Office" attitude towards
sexu'ally explicit movies, he
added.
Sherwood said he had asked
the Campus Activities Office to
consult with the Association of
Student Activities on the matter.
"I- do
think
that [the
voliev]
--------L...,
k--.7
J
needs to be reconsidered."
The Association of Student
Activities held an emergency
meeting last night to discuss the
film monopoly policy, but since
the Campus Crusade for Christ
said they did not plan to charge
admission to the film, Weems
said ' "We did not discuss what
the 'repercussions would be if
they did decide to charge for it."
The ASA discussion concerned
the right of student organizations
to show movies free of charge.
According to Weems, the most
recent policy statement on the
subject, dating from 1975, prohibits ASA recognized groups
from running film series, but

Weems said the Association of
Student Activities decided a
rewording of the policy on student organizations showing films
was needed.
Huckelbery said he is working
on a new version, noting that
"the wording on [the policy] is
very strange."
Campus Crusade for Christ
organizes petition campaign
The Campus Crusade for
Christ has been sponsoring a petition campaign to ask the Lecture Series Committee not to
show its scheduled sexually explicit film.
i
The petition, which has been
signed by over 400 members of
the MIT community, including
President Paul E. Gray '54, reads
as follows:
We, the undersigned, as
members of the MIT community wish to express our regret
and disappointment that the
Lecture Series Committee has
voluntarily chosen to disregard the community feelings
and ihow a sexually explicit
exwidespread
-film
despite the
-- -- t-_
.. .- ___
pression of indignation toward
such films on the MIT campus.
Although we are not opposed to sex, we are opposed
to its misuse and misrepresentdtionand believe thatporn0graphic films constitute 'such,
hence they are-morally wrong.
Due to this personal moral
andlor religious conviction
which we hold, we wish to ask
the Lecture Series Committee
to refrain from showing pornographic films on the MIT
campus and to cancel its
showing of The Dancers,
scheduled for Saturday, May
19, 1984.
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marm '86, the Campus Crusade
for Christ member responsible
for coordinating the petition
campaign, "LSC, since it is supposedly representative of the siudent body . . . and showing [the
film] at the school, it gives a poor
reflection on the Institute as a
whole.
"MIT's showing this on the
campus reflects MIT's tolerance
of this industry, which is a very
violent, negative industry."
Heimann also said, "Personally, as a Christian I don't feel this
[film] is right, proper, moral,"
and noted his organization opposes all sexually explicit films.
"Sexually explicit movies are a
misrepresentation and misuse of
sex," he said.
Heimann added, "Some people
look at us as a minority trying to
inflict our opinions on the community. . . I would say there is a
minority against it, a minority
for it, and a large apathetic majority . . . We think that a lot of
people would be against this movie" if they were -aware of the arguments against it.
"it may be that we are a minority overall," Heimann said.
"In that particular case, we've
probably done all that we can do

in

onolpo y

film."
"This may not be as bad as
some of those really trashy, dirty
ones, but it's still pornographic,"
said Heimann.-

formed in February and consists
of representatives from LSC, the
Association of Women Students,
the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs, the InterFraternity
Conference, and -the Office of the
President of MIT
Lombardi noted, "The distressing thing is, when we were
discussing questions of accountability . . . it really seems to
come down to the marketplace."
Huckelbery said, "We're directly accountable to the community ...
Unless the people at
MIT support us, we fold."
According to Huckelbery,
"Gray basically said there was a
lot of feeling from the faculty.
'Why bother talking, shut them
down,' and he doesn't like that
.. . . but he made it clear the option was still open."
Gray questioned, the values
promoted by sexually explicit
films, Huckelbery said. Huckelbery said he told Gray LSC promoted "the simple value ... that
everyone should decide for themselves what's good and what's
bad."

Representatives of the Lecture
Series Committee met with Gray
and his executive assistant, Kathryn Lombardi, Wednesday.
Charles P. Brown '84, editor in
chief of The Tech, was also at the
meeting.
Gray "basically tried to talk us
out of showing the movie," said
Huckelbery, "He really had not
heard our side of the story, and
the major reason we met with
him was to give him our reasons
for showing it . . . I think it was
a good discussion."
Lombardi said she was, not
sure whether the meeting accomplished anything, but noted, "We
were very glad to hear from Mike
Repeta ['841 that [the ad hoc
committee on pornographic movies] would continue ...
That
seems to be progress of a sort."
Repeta is chairman of the ad
hoc committee, which was
AdfflllhL
Ili
C

It has to be the MIT community as a whole taking action."
Huckelbery said groups opposed to the movie should try to
convince other students not to attend, saying, "We don't do this
because we want to, we do it be-
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cause people want to see it .
If
not enough people show up to
make them worthwhile, we won't
show them."
Huckelbery also said, "We've
really tried to find a good film
' ' . [People who oppose it] have
no idea what they're talking
about . . . It's a different film
makes no mention of single films.
According to Clarence F. Hei- from the usual Registration Day
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Excerpts frown 1EP report t0 the faculty
Summary and Proposed Motion
The Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science has become severely overloaded by the growth
in its undergraduate enrollments, and there is serious concern that continued operation in this manner will cause
significant long-term damage to the quality of the Department and its programs. A reduction in enrollments to a
total of 900-950 undergraduate majors and a sophomore
class of 270 would relieve this stress in the near term.
A phased decrease in undergraduate majors is seen as
an appropriate way to achieve the desired stability in total
EECS enrollment. The guideline for such a reduction is:
350 sophomores in the fall of 1984, 310 in 1985, and 270
in 1986 and beyond. Even with this plan, total Course VI
undergraduate enrollments will exceed the present level of
1149 until 1986-87 and stabiity will not be achieved until
1988-89. ...
The CEP is proposing that a contingency plan be developed for restricting departmental enrollments, although
we are not yet prepared to recommend implementation of
the plan. ...
Inbrief, we seek affirmation that if restrictions are to be
applied, the faculty prefers to apply them during the admissions process rather than after students enroll at MIT.

Report to the Faculty
. . . The enrollment shifts, if not addressed fairly
quickly, seriously threaten the intellectual balance at MIT,
as well as the strength and effectiveness of the departments whose resources are being strained. The overload in
the Department of Electical Engineering and Computer
Science is particularly severe at the present time, and thus
this report centers largely on the crisis within that area.

A. Seriousness of the Problem in EECS:
IIn the following note, Professor Joel Moses, EECS DepartntentHead, responds to the issue raised at the December faculty meeting: "sWhy is there a crisis now, given
that EECS undergraduate enrollments have been rising
for over az decade?"
A careful examination of the number of EECS sophomore majors shows that this figure has remained relatively
stable fox periods of four years before rising to a new plateau -at about 200 students during the four-year period
1971-74, 265 during 1975-78 (an increase which is clearly
higher than the 10 percent increase in each entering freshman class that was also begun in this period), and about
340 during 1979-82. . .. The Department's administration believed that enrollments would either remain stable
or else would decline from their record levels. This assuimption was challenged by the large first-day attendance
in 6.001 in the spring of 1983, when 600 students showed
up (many of them freshmen) at a time when the Department was budgeting for 360.
It was only then that the 12-year record of sophomnore
enrollments was carefully examined and the four-year cyclic nature of the pattern noticed. This led to a prediction
that the fall 1983 sophomore class would be 373 and
would begin a new four-year plateau. Actually, it rose to
380. Furthermore, based on prior admissions statistics
and the data on the freshman class admitted for the fall
of 1983, the Deparment predicted an increase in its fall
1984 sophomore class to 425, including college transfers.
Since it has been agreed to admit no further college transfers into EECS, the prediction for fall 1984 now stands at
405. .. .
Total undergraduate enrollments in EECS did not decline in the late '60s and early '70s, in contrast with other
engineering departments, because this period coincided
with the introduction of the Computer Science program.
Enrollment in the Computer Science program stabilized in
the early '70s at about 11 percent of all MIT majors. Enrollment in the Electrical Engineering program declined in
the early '70s, but has since doubled to about 22 percent
of all MIT majors. In the fall of 1983, Computer Science
sophomore enrollmnents grew substantially for the first
time in over a decade. ...
Another major trend involving the EECS Department
was the reduction in the size of its faculty during this period . .. Since that time the Department's faculty has
grown from 96 to I1 11, with a comparable increase in the
number of its TAs. In retrospect, this growth masked the
effect of the increasing enrollment by permitting the Department to handle it "merely" by continuing to operate
in the (by then) chronic overload mode. ...
Professor FernandoCorbatodiscusses the impact on the
EECSDepartment of continued overload:
... First, we do not believe the intense interest in our
area ia a fad; . . . even the most skeptical has to concede
that the present popularity of EE and CS, shaped as it is
by external forces and events, is unlikely to wane significantly for several more years.
Second, we do not believe that the national trends just
discussed can be either seriously deflected or changed by
any action which MIT may take in coping with the circumstances. ...
Third, and the most serious objection to continued enrollment overload, is the damage which we believe will occur to- that living organism which we can call our faculty.
.-. . Sustained undergraduate enrollment overloads distort
the mix of faculty activities involving undergraduates,
graduate students, advising, teaching, and research. Thus,
excessive advising loads (e.g. 25 to one) lead in the direction of more perfunctory consultations and a loss of respect for the system by students and faculty alike. ...
Thus, the department under ordinary circumnstances,

EECS is getting from other departments is essential for
when there is reasonable faculty slack, has considerable
staffing flexibility to allow for faculty rotation and cur- handling the enrollment bulge that will persist for several
riculum development and to deal with the inevitable crises more years, . . . but that assistance cannot be viewed as
that occur around Registration Day each semester. But part of a long-term stable solution.
The EECS department heads have expressed willingness
when under enrollment pressure the faculty slack vanishes, everyone seemingly has an assignment - and a kind to live with the enrollment problem for several more
years, provided that sufficient reductions in the number of
of staffing gridlock sets in. ...
It is these imbalances and inflexibilities which in time sophomore Course VI majors takes place. ... The follead to serious faculty morale problems. The immediate lowing gradual reduction (from the fall 1983 sophomore
symptoms are clear: frustrations, fatigue, the absence of enrollment of 380 to the desired steady state) is proposed
enthusiasm for new initiatives, excessive resistance to as a precondition for avoiding a restrictive action on enrollments:
onerous assignments, etc. ...
Fall 1984: 350 sophomores (entered fall 1983), 1190 toB. Various Actions Being Taken to Address the Enrollment Imbalance:
tal EECS undergraduates;
Fall 1985: 310 sophomores (will enter fall 1984), 1175
1) EECS Resources: To help ease the EECS load, a) a undergraduates;
Fall 1986: 270 sophomores, 1070 undergraduates;
budget increase this year allows for modest growth in the
Fall 1987: 270 sophomores, 980 undergraduates;
number of faculty and for additional TAs and visiting facFall 1988: 270 sophomores, a steady state of 900-950
ulty, and b) a significant number of non-EECS faculty
(and staff) has volunteered to help supervise Course VI undergraduates.
S.B. theses and some have volunteered to participate in
. . . Even with this reduction in the number of sophomores, the total undergraduate enrollment in Course VI
the teaching of several Course VI core subjects.
2) Admissions Actions: a) Admissions literature is be- will remain above this year's level of 1149 for two more
ing revised to inform prospective students that MIT re- years. ...
serves the right to limit enrollment in specific depart- D. Major Alternatives:
ments. b) The number of college transfers admitted to
1) Let the EECS Department grow in response to destudy in EECS has been reduced to zero. c) The ongoing
publicity efforts to communicate more broadly the picture mand. . .. However, concerns about the intellectual balof MIT as it is today are being augmented. d) In order to ance at MIT, financial costs, space limnitations, and the
widen the pool of qualified applicants, . .. a modest difficulty of finding faculty make this an unlikely apchange was made in the Faculty Regulations to allow ex- proach over the short-term (although modest growth is
ceptions to the secondary school preparation normally ex- planned).
2) Change the character of the program offered to
pected of MIT applicants. e) The size of the freshman
class admitted this year was reduced by 50 students. f) A Course VI majors by such actions as eliminating the S.B.
policy with respect to seeking additional transfers for de- thesis, shifting all sophomore advising to other departpartments with underutilized undergraduate capacity is ments, or using more subjects in other departments for
being developed (including a policy concerning the switch- Course VI degree requirements. ...
3) Apply restrictive actions which run counter to the
ing of majors at MIT by transfer students).
current
practice of admitting students to MIT and allow3) Departmental Efforts: a) Institute-wide computer
subjects outside Course VI are being developed which ing them to choose any undergraduate course of study.
should help communicate, along with Project Athena, . . . In genleral terms, the two options available are: a) to
that computers are a significant part of the research and take a restrictive action after students enroll at MIT, or b)
teaching of almost all courses of study at MIT. b) Most to take such an action before they enroll, during the addepartments have been examining the effectiveness of missions process. .. .
13 The various "acceptable" efforts to address the probtheir publicity, open houses, introductory subjects, and
lem
must be given an opportunity to work -before the
seminar offerings in an active effort to attract additional
undergraduates to their programs. c) Over the longer faculty is asked seriously to consider one of the unldesiraterm, it is hoped that many departments will explore addi- ble restrictive actions. .. .
2) Concerns about fairness require that any restrictive
tional degree program opportunities for potential majors
in their department, such. as engineering science options in action be unequivocally prospective. The language is now
the School of Science, computer/electronics options in in place in the literature being sent to next year's appliappropriate departmnents, and cooperative programs in cants that MIT reserves the right to limit enrollment in
fields outside engineering. d) The CEP's ongoing efforts particular fields of study in order to balance the Institute's
to examine the General Institute Requirements and the resources with students' interests.
3) . .. If a restrictive action is to be taken, it seems
overall structure of the undergraduate program mnay have
some longer-term implications for the enrollment imbal- most fair that students should know at the time they are
Iadmitted whether they will have the option of majoring in
ance as well.
4) Information for Making Career Choices: .. The ,a department whose enrollments are to be limited...
The major concerns that have been expressed about
procedures by which freshmen selected/designated a mataking
a restrictive action after students enroll at MIT are:
jor this term were revised to encourage better advising,
the
difficulty
of finding satisfactory selection mechanisms
greater exploration of alternatives, and more thoughtful
which are both sufficiently discriminating and avoid highdecisions in the career selection process. .. .
5) Career Choice Survey: In a survey distributed on ly undesirable impact on the educational process at MIT
Registration Day this term, upperclass students were (particulary concerns about preserving the integrity of
asked a number of questions about how they arrived at a freshman pass/fail); placing incoming students in the pochoice of major. The following conclusions are based on sition of gambling on whether they might be admitted to
an analysis of that survey as well as one given to freshmen Course VI, leading to a large group of disappointed or
last year by the Undergraduate Academic Support Office. resentful students at the Institute; and the difficulty of
a) Thirty-nline percent of upperclassmen report that :transferring elsewhere for some of those who did not get
their decision onI major was made prior to coming to into Course VI.
Thus, we propose to remove from further consideration
MIT. Forty-eight percent of students choosing to major in
primary reliance uponl actionls to restrict enrollment in
EECS decided before coming to MIT.
b) Students are strongly influenced by career issues and Lparticular departments after students register at MIT,
perceptions of the job market when choosing a major. such as: an application/examination at the end of the
Those choosing EECS are heavily influenced by employ- *freshman year, use of grades in specific sophomore subment opportunities and salary potential, although the lat- *jects, abnormally increasing the academic standards of
ter primarily affects only those who decide after coming overenrolled departments, and so forth.
. . . IEI our discussions, we have considered whether the
here. .. .
c) Students report relatively little influence from their *.Instituteis doing as much as possible within the admissions process. . . . We believe that our admissions profamnilies. . . d) . . . The department's reputation, as well as exper- *cess should be open and straightforward with applicants,
ience in specific subjects, are deemed important, especially and it would not be appropriate to base admissions deciamong EECSi students. MIT instructors and advisors, de- -sions on hidden criteria. . . .f
partmental requirements, and open houses particularly in- *If general agreement on the proposed motion can be
fluence students who choose other majors. Student col- *achieved, a small group representing the CEP, Committee
leagues in the same class year influence those students ;on Undergraduate Admissions and Financial Aid, and the
who choose EDECS after coming to MIT and reconfirm the Admissions Office will work early in the summer, in condeiin-f those- who have- alre-ady chosen that depart- * sutntiorn with others,- to develop a specific pann. The cn-

ment. Students in earlier class years tend to reconfirm the
decision of those students choosing majors other than
EECS.
e) Having worked at a part-time or summer job that
exposed the student to the fields of electrical engineering
or computer science had a significant effect in directing
students who major in those fields. Hobbies have a similar
effect.
f) "Fascination with the subject matter/enjoyment of
work in the field" was cited most frequently by students
in the various departments as having had a strong influence on their choice of major, and appears to be a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for their choice.
C. Preconditions for Avoiding a Restrictive Action
. T..he various models suggest that 270-290 sophomores constitute a reasonable load .
I.In fact, any restrictive action will only achieve the desired reduction in
total enrollment over a number of years. The help that

reer choice survey suggests that the current system works
well: we admit excellent students who tend to make sensible decisions regarding choice of major, and thus we
would want to make the fewest changes possible in the
admissions process in order to address the undergraduate
enrollment imbalance. It is especially important, therefore, to view any restrictive action as short-term, not as
permanent policy. ...
E. Longer-term Resolution of the Enrollment Imbalance:
. . . In response to the widespread importance of computers and electronics, a number of the departments at
MIT are preparing students with skills to create needed
components or materials, design hardware, and use electronic systems and computers in their own fields. The task
of educating professionals to provide and use these skills
is Institute-wide. Any temporary solution such as the one
proposed here buys time to estimate the size and time
frame of the need, and to develop an institutional response to deal with it.
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SAVE 23%/o BRIGADE & DOVER SHORT-SLEEVE OXFORD SHIRTS EBY ARROW,
REG.$18 SALE $13.99
SAVE 41 % SILK TIES OF SHANTUNG, USUALLY $15 SALE $8.99
SAVE 28%/o SHORT SLEEVE SOLID KNIT SHIRTS, REG. $18 SALE $12.99 OR 2/$25r
SAVE 28%/o RUGBY SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS, REG $18 SALE $12.99 OR 2/$25
SAVE 25% COTTON MADRAS SPORTSHIRTS, REG. $20 SALE $14.99
SAVE 26%/ COTTON SWEATERS - COOP LABEL, REG. $35 SALE $25.99
SALE 36% HAGGAR TWILL SLACKS, REG. $28 SALE $17.99 OR 2/$35
SAVE 23/ KINIT SPORTSHIRTS, REG. $13 SALE $9.99
SAVE 20% COTTON SWEATERS, REG. $25 SALE $19.99
SAVE 27% LIGHTWEIGHT SPRING JACKETS, REG $34 SALE $24.99
r
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FOR HOME - TRAVEL - LEISURE
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SAVE 30-33% WOMEN'S SPRING BLOUSES, REG. $23-$24 SALE $15.99
SAVE 25-31°i% ASSORTED CANVAS HANDBAGS, COMP. $20-$22 SALE $14.99
SALE 42-54% RIVERIA, ANNIE HALL & FLEXON SUNGLASSES
COMP. $12-$15 SALE $6.99
SALE 33A WOMEN'S T-SHIRTS, ASSORTED STYLES, REG. $12 SALE $7.99 or 2/$
SAVE 43% WOMEN'S SHORTS, REG. $14 SALE-$7.99 OR 2/$15
SAVE 24% WOMEN'S COTTON & POPLIN SKIRTS, REG. $21 SALE $15.99
SAVE 28% WOMEN'S T-SHIRT DRESSES IN ASSORTED SPRING STYLES,
REG. $18 SALE $12.99
S;AVE 25% ENTIRE STOCK MONET JEWELRY, REG. $9-$20 SALE $6.75-$15
SAVE 25%h OLEG CASSINI FASHION COLORED & TEXTURED HOSIERY
SAVE 37% COTTON HALF SLIPS & CAMISOLES, REG. $11 SALE $6.99

w

a

SAVE 50%/o BURNBES OF BOSTON ASSORTED FRAMES
SAVE 20% ALL NIKE ATHLETIC WEAR REG. $2-$45 SALE $1.60-$36
SAVE 40% BOTANNICAL PRINTS FROM ITALY WITH FRENCH MATS, TEAK OR
LWALNUT FRAMES, COMRP VALUE $25 SALE $15
SAVE 20%/o ALL REGULARLY PRICED RECORDS & BLANK TAPES IN STOCK
SAVE $70 EMERSON 13" DIAG. MEAS. COLOR TV, REG. $269.95 SALE $199.95
SAVE 20% ENTIRE STOCK OF SCOTCH AUDIONIDEO TAPE
SAVE 25% SONY WALKMAN-10, REG. $99.95 SALE $74.95
SAVE 20%/ ENTIRE STOCK OF COOKBOOKS,
PAPER & HARDBOUND
SAVE 50%/e PERSONAL APPLIANCES - YOUR CHOICE $7.99
GILLETTE SUPERMAX HAIRDRYER, REG. $15.99 SALE $7.99
(INCL. $6 MFR'S REBATE)
PROM\/IAX HAIRDRYER, REG. $15.99 SALE $7.99 (INCL. $6 MFR'S REBATI
GILETTE STYLER, REG. $15.99 SALE $7.99 (INCL. $6 MFR'S REBATE)
SAVE 37% PROCTOR-SILEX TOASTER, REG. $15.99 SALE $9.99

use

SAVE 34% SUNBEAM ELECTRIC FRYPAN, REG. $29.99 SALE $19.99
SAVEE 15%/ OSTER BLENDER, REG. $29.99 SALE $24.99
SAVE 38°/ -HAMILTON BEACH 12-CUP COFFEEMAKER, REG. $23.99 SALE $14.
(INCL. $5 M1FR'S REBATE)
SAVE 350/% 11--PC. WOK SET, ORIG. $19.99 SALE $12.99
SAVE 39-58% YOUR CHOICE $34.99: MARIMEKKO IRREGULAR CONFORTERS IN
TWIN, FULL & QUEEN, IF PERFECT $65-$95
SAVE 20% ENTIRE STOCK SHEETS, PILLOWS, MATTRESS PADS, MARTEX TOWEL
ebTHIS

IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING OF ITEMS AVAILABLE AT M.l.T. STUDENT CENTER. Coop Charge, Miastercard, Visa,
Armerican Express welcome. M.l.T Student Center Coop Open Mon.-Sat. 9:15 to 5:30.
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Listings

information or to make reservations, call 965-7701.

Student activities, administrative
offices, academic departments,
and other groups - both on and
off the MIT campus - - can list
meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech's
"Notes" section. Send items of
interest (typed and double
spaced) via Institute mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, room
W20-483," or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139." Notes run on a
space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student
activities. The Tech reserves the
right to' edit all listings, and
makes no endorsement of groups
or activities listed.

Saturday, May 19

Friday, May 18
"Holography: Astonishing Real
3-D Laser Photography" featuring Stephen Benton, Associate
Professor of Media Technology
at MIT, will be held at the MIT
Club of Boston. The reception/
dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m.
Price: $13 for club members and
their guests; $15 for non-members and their guests. For more

classified
advertising

I

Visiting Professor (woman) seeks
to sublet small, furnished house or
apartment. Fall semester 1984.
Will care for plants, cats, etc. (noncanine). Is responsible home-owner.
Call Wyn Snow 3-6215 for more information.
Brown & Finnegan Moving Service.
Local, long distance, overseas. No
job too small. Reasonable rates.
Regular trips all NE, NY, NJ, PA,
MD, DC. Call anytime 364-1927 or
361-8185.

"Nuclear Issues and Our Fami.
lies" will feature speaker Dr. Eric
Chivian, staff psychiatrist at MIT
'and co-founder of International
Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War. The forum will be
held from noon to 4:30 p.m. at
the Belmont High School, 221
Concord Avenue, Belmont.

Monday, May 21
China and the U.S.: Five Years
After Normalization, with Patrick G. Maddox, Associate Director, John K. Fairbank Center
for Asian Research, Harvard
University. Sponsored by the
World Affairs Council in the
Council Rotunda, 22 Batterymarch St., at 5:30 p.m. Wine/
cheese reception/program $6,
members $3, students $2. Call
482-1740 for more information
or reservations.
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Montgomery Frost Lloyd's Inc.
Prescription Opticians

Remarriage and Stepfamilies, 259
Walnut St., Newtonville. Questions and answers, and discussion
will follow. Free. For more information call 964-6933.

Quality Eyeware Since 1870
Prescriptions Filled Quickly and Accurately
Ray-Ban, Vuarnet,
and Porsche Carrera Sunglasses

Tuesday, May 22

20 7o Off

The NSA: America's Most Secret
Intelligence Agency, with James
Bamford, author of The Puzzle
Palace. Sponsored by the World
Affairs Council's Young Professionals Forum, at the Federal
Club, 100 Federal St., Boston, at
6 p.m. Reception/Program $8,
members $5. Call 482-1740 for
more info or reservationrs.

On All Prescription Eyeware

With M.I.T. I.D.

Offer not valid with other promotions
Cambridge store only

5 Brattle St. (Harvard Sq.), Cambridge
876-0851

Wednesday, May 23

-4

David Riesman, co-author of the
influential The Lonely Crowd,
will give a Lowell Lecture on
"Great Vocations: The Educator"at Cambridge Forum, 8 p.m.,
3 Church Street, Harvard
Square. Free.

Seniors:

What Next?

It seems to be the big question now that graduation is
around the corner, but you may be one of the many who
haven't decided yet.
Wednesday, May 30
If you're interested in a career in systems design and
programming, you should consider the exciting opportuniMichael McElroy Professor of
A lecture-discussion entitled Atmospheric Sciences at Harties available at Pegasystems,Inc.
"The Ex-Spouse Relationship: vard, will speak on "Are We DeHow to Reduce Conflict and stroying the Atmosphere?" at the
Pegasystems is a small and growing company with a
Strengthen the Remarriage" will Cambridge Forum, 8 p.m., 3
short but successful history and an even brighter future.
be at 8 p.m. at the Institute for Church Street, Harvard Square.
We build application software products for the banking in- -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
dustry, and are looking for exceptional people with strong
programming skills.
We're offering an unusual opportuity to be creative in a
challanging state-of-the-art environment. As the company
grows, you will have the satisfaction of growing with it and
knowing the importance of your efforts in building a successful
enterprise. It's a chance that may not come again.
m·
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Don't let it pass you by. Call or write to:
Ira Vishner
Vice-President, Corporate Services
Pegasystems, Inc.
875 Main Street.
Cambridge, MA 023139
(617) 576-3580

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

A REPUTATION THAT
-SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!

CONDOMINIUM FOR SALE
Functional, charming large studio
480 s.f. separate kitchen and bathroom,'located Lee, Harvard Streets.
A bargain for $33,800. Low down
payment, financing, approximate
monthly mortgage $300. Contact
Peter - Patricia 49.2-8659 or leave
message.
1

We Have The Lowest Airfares
To Europe And Across America!
For Free Color Brochure, Write To:
Campus Travel-Box 11387 St.
Louis, MO 63105.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559 $50,553/year. Now Hiring. Your
Area. Call 805-687-6000 Ext R10105
Vermont Mountainside Cabin for
rent. On 26 acres of fields &
woods, wood heat, indoor plumbing, solar cell electricity, privacy,
great base for exploring central Vermont. Rent for $200 a week. Steve
Robbins 412-269-0817.
SUMMER SUBLET. Back Bay on
Comm. Ave. near Hereford. 2 single
bedrooms in 3 bedroom apt. Skylight, storage space, large kitchen,
private stairs to roof, quiet and
soundproof. Rent $187/mo incl.
utilities. Call 236-4290.
LEGAL SERVICES available in the
fields of personal injury, negligence,
business, real estate, contract,
criminal, landlord-tenant, and divorce law. Reasonable'-rates. Call
Attorney Esther J. Horwich, MIT
'77, at 523-1150.'

S17.50

SATANDoGMAT
LSAT MCAT
OVER 35 OTHER STANDARDIZED EXAMINATIONS
i-I PREPARE THIS SUMMER

11__.~
FWin

A~SN'

CENTER
'mtEPrPaor S

FOR FALL EXAMS

661-6955
482-7420

CAMBRIDGE
BOSTON

SSD-CEs193
NEWTON

244-2202

DQ IT ON YOUR APPLE
/~ · ·

:

dfferential equation solver;
Do your transients decay? Is your
solution stable? Is your controller
optimal? Can your filter attenuate?
The answers to these and other
interesting questions can be
obtained from Acme software Arts
for $79.95 plus $3.00 p&h.
Box 6126, Evanston, IL 60204
or call 1-800-835-2246, ext. 129.
MC/VISA add 4%.

TRADITION

NEW ENGLAND

PREPARE FOR

COWBOY
SHIRTS
S

LEVI
WRANGLER

H.BA-R-C

A New Movie...

I

About A New Generration.
A Roger Corman-Bert Dragin'Production
"T.R' Kids CHRIS PEDERSON BILL COYNE JENNIFER CLAY and ANDREW PECE
Coricert performances by TS.O.L. THE VANDALS DI Music by ALEX GIBSON
Director of Photography TIMOTHY SUHRSTEDT Editor ROSS ALBERT
Produced by BERT DRAGIN Written and Directed by PENELOPE SPHEERIS
1983 SUBURBIA
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Exclusive Engagement
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'I tWalhker's c(aI fit

you T:.tL g'u s

Riding Apparel,292 Boylston St., Boston"x

Solve linear and nonlinear
differential, difference and
algebraic equations on your 64k
Apple 11 + or lie with I disk.

Now Playing

41 Blston
841
Boylston ppK
opp P
PruCtCtr 678181
2-67-8181

PRiding Apgparel, 292 Boylston St., Boston... . .
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TRANSPORTATION
HEADACHES?
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THINK OF TH E HOUSEHOLD WORD

Ajiax~

'a10% off daily rate with this ad "
Rent 0 Lease * Buy

Central Sq.
Cambridge

57 Hotel
Downtown

Logan
Airport

369-33501 54X2-4196
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Tech photo by Simson L. Garfinkel

River Basin and downtown Boston from the Green Building.
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